Course guide
290244 - DERIVAQ - Drawn Drifts and Watercolor

Unit in charge: Vallès School of Architecture
Teaching unit: 752 - RA - Departamento de Representación Arquitectónica.
Degree: DEGREE IN ARCHITECTURE STUDIES (Syllabus 2014). (Optional subject).
Academic year: 2022 ECTS Credits: 4.0 Languages: Catalan

LECTURER

Coordinating lecturer: Bosch Folch, Guillem
Sandra Moliner Nuño

Others: Bosch Folch, Guillem
Sandra Moliner Nuño

TEACHING METHODOLOGY

LEARNING OBJECTIVES OF THE SUBJECT

- CONTENTS

D

Description:
- Specific objectives:
- Related activities:

Full-or-part-time: 100h
Laboratory classes: 44h
Self study : 56h

GRADING SYSTEM